
Hear more,
     see more, make more 
  of teachable moments.

VideoReView Video-Supported Professional Learning

What is VideoReView?
VideoReView is video-supported professional development that makes it practical 
for you, the educator, to capture and work with video from the classroom, supporting 
better science learning. It is designed to 
boost your ability to notice and analyze 
students’ science ideas and reasoning, and 
then to take actions that will help students 
deepen their science understanding.  

The VideoReView consists of a camera, a 
secure device for collecting and storing classroom video, and software for viewing, 
organizing, and sharing video clips. The professional development is set in the 
context of science learning, and based on a video club model in which teams of 
teachers (2 - 4) share video segments from their classroom as a basis for discussing 
science learning.

Why use VideoReView?
If teachers are able to easily collect and study video from their classroom 
discussions and then share and discuss self-selected segments from these videos 
with colleagues, their students’ ideas and reasoning will become more visible and 

more often the object of study. 

Teachers could then better craft their 
instruction in response to students’ ideas.  
We predict that students’ participation in 
science discourse would become more 
productive as their ideas become more 
visible.  Students, in turn, will listen to and 
build on each other’s ideas more. These 
changes in classroom interactions will lead 
to deeper student understanding.

Students who are heard, 
are students who are learning.

How it works.                                                   You, as an elementary school science teacher, videotape

15-20 minute class discussions using a small camera on the wall. Simply

press record,           then press stop,           then press upload.           

The video tool then discovers and tags promising moments of interest 

and marks them so that you don’t need to slog through the whole 

video. (It does this by noting changes in students’ body language, face 

movements, etc.) You then review it, making 

notations about how students’ ideas and reasoning unfold, and then share self-

selected video segments with colleagues in bi-monthly  “video club meetings.” 

Close view of yellow marks 
indicating promising moments 
of interest during your 
videotaped class discussion.
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There’s a difference between 
looking and seeing, hearing and listening, 
teaching and enlightening. 

VideoReView is the collaborative work of TERC, intuVision, Boston 
College, and Boston area teachers and supported by funding from the 
National Science Foundation, grant #1415898.  Copyright © TERC 2016

Documentation of program completion

$850 stipend for non-school study time

The camera, mini-PC and software for continued 
use in the classroom
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Join the Program
School teams of 2 -4 teachers of elementary school science can participate in 
this 10-week, 22-hour program. You'll receive the following
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For more information, contact Sarah Hill 
at 617.873.9651 or sarah_hill@terc.edu




